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ABSTRACT 
Persia history origin post Islam era is diverse and miscellaneous. There are variegated 
documents, general histories, dtnasties, sultans, local histories about governorship 
varieties. Resources of Iran History during Islam epoch to the least of monguls age are 
mostly Arabic. These historians are of ten Persians of course. They have not been is 
attentive when editing their large histories by imitating old Iran histories fashion but 
method of compiling. Such news in the style of tradition and narration ecclesiastes 
catholics preservers retainers retentives they used to render efforts diligence to record 
(chronicle commandeer sequestrate appropriate restraint) words. Papers and (narratives 
recitals). 
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Main Contert: 

 Before nominating Islamic epoch authors respective sassanids we ought to appreciate translators such as 

eben moqafa (roozbeh esfahany). Mohammad eben iahm barmaky Zadvieh eben shahuyeh esfahany. 

 Who have recounted khutai namk text with their aptitude and talent plus other plagiary gleaner trabskatirs 

like: 

Mohammad eben motayyar esfahany 

Hoshan eben qassem motayyar  

Who quoted books historical fables, fabulists myths events. More even that that composers literary works of 

Musa eben Issac  

Moses eben Kasravy 

Bahram eben Mardanshah (Mo – Abad) 

Zoroastrian priest chief archimagus kooreh shapour  

Who offered khutai namk different version – translations  

That were valour prevailing language  

In that era of pahlavy language 

Into Arabic language 

 

1- YAQUBY: 

Ahmad eben aby Yaqub James  

Eben Jafar  

Eben Vahab  

Eben Vazeh  

 Known as Yaqubi Jacob (270 lunation – 850 A.D. Anno Domini) first edition of Yaqubi (Jacobite 

Jacobitical) Jacob history. 

Comprises History of Persin    

 He has expressed his views on sassanids history revealing precious formal data concernicg mani – mazdak 

religions names of months – days – sundry provinces provincinl towns – public sector authorities.  

2- eben qatibeh (270 lunation – 889 A.D.) Book of oyoon al – akhbar 

3- Dinory : ABU – hanifeh ahmad ben davud (282 lunotion – 895 A.D.)  

Was born in dinor – Kermanshah current  

Whose Akhbar altawal is by him.  
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4- Tabary : (310 lunation – 932 A.D.) ABU – Jafar Mohammad iben jarir tabary was born at amol – hub of 

ancient tabarestan state.  

 In the times of infancy had watched sassanid civilization yet with trembling epiphany – transfiguration and 

a fire altar that HAD no more warmness and light.  

 Son of jarir is a potential exegetist expounder whose tabary tafsir is one of his renowned religious 

documents.  

Tarikh al omam (nations history) and almolook known as tabary history considers creation beginning upto 

events of the year 302. He passed away in the year 310 helira A.H.  

His pre Islam history consists of data about persia in the past particularly that of sassanid government. 

This book sassanid history was published versioned. 

In the year 1879 A.D.  

By magnanimity of neldke.  

5- Otikius (saeed ben – on the path of) eskandariyeh christians leader) (328 lunation – 940 A.D) 

Otikius History  

6- Masoudy (345 lunation – 956 A.D.) Moravel Al zahab , Al tanbih , Al Bshraf.  

7- Hamzeh esfahany (350 lunation – 961 A.D.) (Ali ebn Hussain ben Ali Masoudy) abu abdulla hamzeh ben 

Hassan Esfahany Born in the jear 270 at esfahan. He is one of the most distinguished showubiyeh outstanding 

personalities.  

His book by name of cenni molook al arz and al anbia  

Is known to be tarikh history esfahany. 

 In this book it is naming persia national epics bringing about persian names contrary to most historians not 

arabicized form but genuine instead.  

His other book is al madakhel that is persian al amsal (maxims) and hekam (bon mots).   

8- Bal amy (353 lunation – 963 A.D.) abu Ali Mohammad bal amy who was minister at courtesy of mansour 

(mansourin) ebn nooh samanide.  

Transcripted brief of tabary history into persian added by topics famous as bal amy history trans lation. 

9- moqadsy: (386 lunation – 996 A.D.) Al bada and Al tarikh history. 

10- ferdowsy (420 lunation – 1029 A.D.) with his book named shah nameh lyrics rendered great service in 

favour of persia land scape language and culture. Main origin for ferdowsy in shahnameh poems was version of 

prose – Mansoor khutai namk blank verse there were other important shah nameh lyric books of course.  

11- saaleby (410 lunation – 1019 A.D.) abu mansour abdul malek ben Mohammad ben Esmail. Born in the year 

350 at neyshabour. His book titled gharer akhbar Molook news al Faras and Sirahom.  

 Are concerned in old history of persia so called saaleby shahnameh. He passed away in the year 429. 

12- Ebn balkhy (491 lunation – 1100 A.D.) His Book is fars nameh (fran letter) that is enriched with historical 

values and geographic valour written in persian prose. 

13- Abu reyhan biroony (390 lunation – 1000 ad) to whom belong book of asar al baqyyeh he was born in the 

year of 362 at kharazm his book talks about calender – nations festivals specially rites rituals and ancient persia 

festivities. Researches conducted by him importantly Deals with Iran sultans Ranks classes (113) he has books 

in all areas he passed away in the year 440 Helira at ghaznin. 

14- Ebn maskuyeh: born at rey in 330 helira the book by him is titled telarat al omam trade of nations and 

taaqob al homam . 

 This chronologer met with avesina – biroony – abu sahl masihy and abu nasr khammar in kharazm. 

Other literary works of this chronographer are adaab al arab – al forse – al Siasah al Lamea  

15- Ebn Asir – Ezeldin. Ebn Asir with plenary history. 

16- Blazry (892 A.D.) Book of Fotooh al Baladan (conquering cities) is Attributed to him in local geogra phical 

books too Accounts are unveiled about sassanids but that of the aforesaid farse nameh (persian letter) ebn 

balkhy. 

1- Esn khordad beh : Born At rey in The middle third century helira. His grand father was a zorastrian priest 

who converted to islam and became governor of tabarestan. Later he was appointed to secret inspector (Rais al 

Barid) Post chief at service with caliphate moatamed (abbasy) his book of al masalek and al mamalek countries  

Speaks of history – geography. 

2- Esn esfandyar (1216 A.D.)  

Bahaoldin mohammad ebn hassan ebn esfandyar  

 Is from amol people with a literary father who served at bavandy sovereign commanders courtier. Post 

return from baghdad trip to kharazm he went and wrote down his book of tabarestan history in the year 613. 

3- Abu bakr narshekhy (943 A.D.) history of bokhara. 

4- Estakhry (1000 A.D.) abu eshaq (Issac) ebrahim by book of masaalek and mamalek countries. 

5- yaqoot hamoody (1229 A.D.) moalem al baladan book  

6- zahiruldin marashy (1476 A.D.) book of tabarestan history belongs to him plus other history graphers as such 

ebn faqyyeh hamedani ben khufel. 
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 Also gives us books of religious factions – castes data relevant to sassanids course. 

1- Shahrestany (1153 A.D.) Abulfath Mohammad ebn Abdulkarim Shahrestany Born in 479 Hilira in khorasan 

the book of al melal nations and al nakhl palm tree  

Releases data. Concerning religions varieties and the course of sassanids.  

2- morteza daee hassany razy (1300 A.D.) wrote book of tabserah al avam vulgar.  

3- abul maali (1092 A.D.) book of bian aladian religions express in addition to  

Letters like:  

Lahez (869 A.D.)  

Altal (Crown)  

 Kharazmi (976 A.D.) with Mafatih al molook enumerated adaab (Rules) molook are in persian most 

signigicantly is Qaboos Nameh , Kaykavoos Ben Escandar Siasat Nameh Statemanship by Nezamulmolk Toosy 

both in eleventh century A.D. 

 In Respect of letters and book sassanids admonishes al Azkia (1200 A.D.) ebn juzy – Marzban Nameh 

(1225 A.D.) Saadoldin Varaviny Javamea Hekayaat oufy book  

 Amid histories in persian, first is zeynolakhbar by abu saeed gardizy (444 lunation 1054 A.D.) Second is 

Molmal al tavarikh Al (520 lundtion 1126 A.D. 

 Also more importantly formerly mentioned books such as history of cistan almahacen al mosavy nahatat al 

orib fi akhbar lafras val arab molmal al tavarikh al qesas kholasatol tavarikh  

 Writers of these books are vague and the books contain datas on sassanids. 

 

Conclusion: 

  Many historians were elites who endeavoured reaching out evidences and hide them in the hands of peers 

books lest they fall in access of biased spiritualists, conquerers and fanatical. Preludiced, bigoted parvenu, 

nouveau, Riche, pushers in faith (iconically murdering) ebn moqafae burning persian arts by abdullah ben taher 

more even then that the commoners, vulgar masses, rubble, emirs, and gover nance spies so as these historical 

records might be kept to disco ver facts by scientists futuristics. That is why many historians recoxnized their 

epistle to be delivered untouched chronology tradition verses well – versed with out erasure so that the 

upcoming generation seek analogos inference reasoning syllogistically and corollarly approaching factual 

events. 
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